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Coming Soon
Bird Cards
The Healing Power of the Bird Kingdom
Jane Toerien & Joyce van Dobben
Discover the remarkable healing power of birds, and how they can support us in our daily lives, with this powerful deck.
Birds have much more to offer us than just a beautiful feathered suit and merry song. They can also support us with
their remarkable healing powers. Each bird has its own strengths – we all know that the owl expresses wisdom, for
instance, and that the stork is associated with birth – but how can this help us in our own lives? In Bird Cards, Jane
Toerien reveals the characteristic energies of fifty-five well-known and lesser-known birds, complete with meditative
affirmations, and explains how they can bring extraordinary clarity and insight to the issues we face every day. Joyce
van Dobben’s powerful drawings bring the birds to life, making this a deck to treasure as you connect with nature and
discover the birds’ astonishing insight for yourself.
9781859063798
55-card Deck + Guidebook 80 Pgs
R280.00
Published by Connections
These popular oracle cards are now back in print. Previously published by Binkey Kok, they have been
reprinted by Connections in a new attractive, handy sized presentation box

The Desire Map

A Guide to Creating Goals with Soul
Danielle LaPorte
With The Desire Map, Danielle LaPorte brings you a holistic life-planning tool that will revolutionize the way you go
after what you want in life. Unapologetically passionate and with plenty of warm wit, LaPorte turns the concept of
ambition inside out and offers an inspired, refreshingly practical workbook for using the Desire Map process.
There are more than 10,000 "Desire Mappers" who have worked through this system. "Every day I get stories about
inner clarity, quitting jobs, dumping the chump, renewing vows, pole-dancing classes, writing memoirs, moving on,"
says Danielle. "This is about liberation. And pleasure. And self-determination. This is about doing much less proving,
and way more living." If you've had enough of trying to trick yourself into happiness through affirmations or bucketlisting your hopes into some distant future, then you're ready for The Desire Map - a dream-fulfilling system that
harnesses your soul-deep desire to feel good.
9781622032518
TPB 262 Pgs
R345.00
Published by Sounds True

The Desire Map Daily CD

A Guide to Feeling Your Power Every Day
Danielle LaPorte

The Desire Map Experience
CD Course

A Guide to Creating Goals with Soul

There are more than ten thousand “Desire
Mappers”
using
Danielle
LaPorte's
revolutionary method for attaining our goals
– here she teaches the foundations of her
life-changing approach for creating the life
we truly long for.
9781622032440 2 CDs 119 Min R310.00
Published by Sounds True

Danielle LaPorte
A full-length training course for applying
Danielle LaPorte's dynamic Desire Mapping
process for enhancing our livelihood, physical
health, creativity, relationships, and spiritual
journey.
9781622032433 6 CDs 360 Min R1095.00
Published by Sounds True

A Lamp in the Darkness (TPB+CD)
Illuminating the Path Through Difficult Times
Jack Kornfield
For anyone seeking answers during a time of trial, Kornfield offers this book-and-CD programme filled with spiritual and
psychological insights, hope-giving stories, and special guided meditations for skilfully navigating life's inevitable storms. The
practices in this book are not positive thinking, quick fixes, or simplistic self-help strategies. They are powerful tools for doing
"the work of the soul" to access our inner knowing and to embrace the fullness of our life experience.
9781622030965
TPB 120 Pgs + CD 79 Min
R225.00
Published by Sounds True

Prices quoted are Retail including VAT and are subject to fluctuation in Exchange Rate
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Music CDs by International Best-Selling
New Lifestyle Artist, Patrick Bernard
Published by Devi Music
Patrick Bernard's recordings of “well-being” music have consistently achieved high status, winning
prestigious awards, achieving Gold status and even landing him on the Billboard charts.

Atlantis Angelis
Patrick Bernard

After being sold and listened to for over a quarter of a century, this album is still a best seller. Sanskrit Mantras &
Atlantean healing sounds soothe and balance your inner sanctuary. Rediscover the music that changed millions of
people's lives, a quantum awakening of the soul. After being the "Number One" album in Canada, Atlantis Angelis
quickly became a phenomenon in the World and exposed Patrick Bernard's music to literally millions of people. The
depth of spirituality and healing appeal of this music supports everyone to increase the quality of their lives. On
Atlantis Angelis, Patrick Bernard sings Sanskrit Mantras of devotional ecstasy and expresses the timeless wisdom of
Vedic tradition. The mantras are soulful, universal, meditative and very relaxing, in the spiritual experience of using
music as a way to reunify with the divine soul and heal the heart.
609722311342
CD
R180.00

Solaris Universalis

Eternal Love

ANKH the symbol of life, everlasting life,
rebirth, protection, power, wisdom and
strength. A symbol of sexuality and fertility,
it is the union of man and woman, heaven
and earth, Isis and Osiris. The life giving
Ankh has the power to unlock mysteries. It
is the Tree of Life.
609722311359
CD
R180.00

Connect directly to your eternal soul (the
living force surviving the dissolution of
matter) and let go the underlying energetic
cause of your lack of inner wellbeing. The
chants and music of Eternal Love are
specifically designed to assist in returning
your spirit soul to it's natural state of divine
health. One listen is all it takes!
610395160250
CD
R180.00

Patrick Bernard

Patrick Bernard

Archangel Miracle

Yogini

Patrick Bernard

Divine Feminine Nature

This music helps the listener to make the
conditions of reception ready for the
assistance and intervention of the shining
ones, angels and archangels, who direct
healing,
enlightening
and
renewing
frequencies of God-light to the world. The
atmosphere created by this album's
sonority is profoundly meditative, uplifting,
highly relaxing and bringing with it an
intense therapeutic energy.
771028238491

CD

Patrick Bernard
The music on this recording represents the
creative force of the divine feminine nature
within each of us. The work is rooted in the
ancient wisdom of the Buddhist, Christian
and Hindu sacred chants traditions. The
chants are intended as a portal to the
sacred feminine in each of us, the world
over, with no religious distinctions of faith or
creed.
610395160236
CD
R180.00

R180.00

Paix Amour & Lumière

Supreme Moment

(Peace Love & Light)
Patrick Bernard

The magical invocation contained in this
CD literally means Peace, Love & Light on
Earth and in my Heart. These special words
take the listener to higher realms of pure
consciousness. By integrating these
powerfully orchestrated sound vibrations,
you enter into the world of quantum sound
medicine
and
explore
the
infinite
expansions of love, gratitude, and inner
harmony. This unique recording is designed
to transmute the old programs of our
limiting subconscious patterns into new, infinite, golden vistas and
horizons, in resonance with Higher Self.
609722311304

CD

R180.00

The Very Best of Patrick Bernard
Patrick Bernard
With this compilation, the listener will
explore a universe of sacred chants
originating from different traditions. The
spiritual sound vibrations of Sanskrit, Vedic,
Buddhism, Sufism, Messenia, Esoteric
Christianity or Vaïhnavism, give the
impression to be different only for the
mundane and materialistic ear. Internally
they are one and the same because they
represent the same complete and
transcendental Divine Source.
610395160243
CD
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